
Timber & Hardware plus Business for Sale Ngunguru
Northland

For Sale
Location: Northland

Asking:
$445,000
plus SAV

Type: Retail Other

Contact:
Owner
0274376887

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/121203

Incredible potential to grow to yet another level.
Be Your own Boss on the Beautiful Tutukaka Coast

After 14 years, it is time for a new direction.more so because the bodies have spoken, than not loving
what we do. If you are looking to be your own boss, along with the possibility of living on the beautiful
Tutukaka Coast and becoming part of this great community then dont hesitate to give us a call and
make an appointment for further discussion. Having a real interest in DIY and construction, is obviously
a great start.

We sell a diverse range of products such as electrical, plumbing, timber and other construction
products, hardware, gardening, bulk such as metal and builders mix, household items, paint, gifts,
fishing supplies, we sell sheds, we do key cutting, and much more.

We have built a wonderfully supportive customer base whom we will very much miss, and this is
continuing to grow as the coast grows at a great rate. the secret seems to be out that it is the place to
be!

A small range of hire equipment is also available and continues to be grown.

Great potential for growth and development.

This would be a perfect opportunity for a family business with fit teenagers, tradesman or partnership,
or where you may have an existing business that will complement what is here and gain additional
premises in this growing area.

Perhaps you want to move from the big city life and slow the pace a little no traffic lights here!

Further Information and discussion about additional positive opportunities by appointment. Yes we do
suggest you make an appointment to visit if a genuine purchaser. To save time with queries ..sorry, we
are not looking for a partnership or wanting to leave money in. 

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/121203
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